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THE POWER TO UNDERSTAND

BUSINESS WRITING SKILLS
Technologies, industries and organisations are changing at
such a rapid pace that the importance of skilled and effective
written skills is becoming increasingly vital in the workplace.
Developing these skills will give individuals and teams
a competititive advantage in all facets of the business.
Suitable for people at all levels of the organisation who need to
be bale to communicate effectively.

BENEFITS OF THIS COURSE:
Improve your personal brand
through effective business
Effectively communicate to
a targeted audience
Selecting the appropriate method
of communication for maximum
impact

BENEFITS FOR YOUR BUSINESS:
Effective, clear and concise
communication amongst teams
Articulate clear expectations in
written team communication
Improve productivity through
precise communication

COURSE TIMETABLE
Start time: 10:00am

The course covers the following:
Understanding the importance
of communication and effective writing
Applyin the seven C’s of business writing
Modifying tone according to purpose
Avoiding common word error and mix-ups
Explaining why punctuation is important
Using textual features and conventions
specific to texts
Identifying the intended audience for the
communication
Identifying the purpose of a text
Selecting the appropriate text type, format
and layout for the purpose
Organising the structuring of a technical
text appropriately
Using appropriate grammer conventions
Drafting and editing appropriate text
Recognising errors and checking
for accuracy
presenting the same information
in different ways
Using plain language in business

Morning Break: 11:15am
Lunch: 13:00pm - 14:00pm
Afternoon break: 15:15pm
Finish: 16:30pm

At the end of the course you will be given
a training manual to take home that will
include the practice exercises and

DURATION OF COURSE
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BUSINESS WRITING SKILLS

MODULE 1

MODULE 5

Communication - basic concepts
and your brand
Reading and interpreting text
Know your audience
The meaning of words
Visual and graphics

Legal implications
Understanding your company
brand and values
You are the face of the company

MODULE 2
The 7 C’s of business writing
Writen text
Importance of grammer
Importance of punctuation
Use of acronyms
Readability
Tone of the communication

MODULE 3
The purpose of written
communication
The 5 W’s and the H
Types of written communication
Report
Email
Letter
Technical documentation

MODULE 4
Composing your text
First draft
Checking facts
Objectives
Layout
Final draft

